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strategy) 
The main purpose of this project is to design and implementation a robot soccer 
system for middle-size RoboCup. Three topics about vision system, behavior strategy, 
and control circuit are considered to design this system. This project is organized 
three years. One-to-one, two-to-two, and four-to-four robot soccer games will be 
organized such that the three subprojects can compete with each other in the three 
years. An optimal software and hardware of robot soccer system will be proposed 
from the process of the competition and cooperation with the other subprojects. In the 
first years, we design and implement an autonomous soccer robot, which has the 
fundamental abilities to play soccer. The implemented soccer robot can move to the 
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??? EeRise MapCam 360 
????? Matrox CronosPlus 
??? VIA EPIA Nehemiah M10000 Mini-ITX 
??? Transcend 512MB DDR266 memory 
?? Hitachi DK23EB-20 
????? BenQ AWL400 
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